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COMING UP
9.30 "Siren Song of Steven Jay

Goulda," 7 p.m., Little
Theatre
10.2 SA Open House, 6:308:30 p.m.
10.3 Round Two club receptions
10.4 SA Open House, 6:30 8:30 p.m.
10.5 "Newsies," 8:30 p.m., Benson
10.6-10.9 Bison Doze
10.6 Volleyball vs. Ark. Tech, 7 p.m.
10.7-10.9 Family Weekend
10.7 Bean & Bailey, 8 p.m., Benson
Help us help you.
Send a colendor of your events to
thebison@hording.edu.

Cflapter 6, a jazz a capella ensemble from Chicago, performs on stage Sept. 19 in the Benson Auditorium. The group,
of seven men, won the Grand Champion title at the 2004 National Harryiony Sweepsta~es . .

c~p~se,9

Tornado carves path near Searcy .
ANDREW LEEPER
student reporter
A tornado struck just west of Searcy near Center
Hill the night of Sept. 24.
"We found a nine-mile path length from the
Southeast of Center Hill all the way to the Northwest
of Center Hill," John Robinson, warning coordination meteorologist for the National Weather
Service in Little Rock, said.
Robinson and a colleague toured the desquction
to document the length, path and intensity of the
tOrnado.
"The worst damage seemed to be Country Club
Road, Nicholson Road and along Highway 36,"
Robinson said. "From there, certainly we had damage to mobile homes and a lot of trees snapped off
or uprooted."
He said the tornado packed winds of 155 miles
per hour, making it an F-2 storm on the Fujita
Scale, which measures a tornado's intensity from
F-o to F-5.
The National Weather Service issued the
tornado warning at 7:03 p.m. Searcy's tornado
sirens sounded for a full 20 minutes before the

tornado struck. On Harding's campus, the Benson Auditorium and the cafeteria were evacuated
due to the danger presented by the large ceiling
in the Benson Auditorium and the large number
of windows in the cafeteria. b
Andrew Leeper is a licensed storm spotter with

the National Weather Service in Little Rock.

The pavilion and major portions of the roof of the Westview Missionary Baptist Church lie in ruins Sept. 24, only
minutes after an F-2 tornado hit west of the Searcy city
limits.

• BLOOD DRIVE •
The American Red Cross has
announced local blood donation
opportunities for the month of
October. Individuals may donate
blood on Tuesdays and Thursdays
from noon until 6 p.m. at the White
County Medical Center, 3109
W. Moore. Other blood donation
sites and times for Searcy are as
follows:
10.02 Wal-Mart, 3509 E. Race,
1-7 p.m.
10.02 St. Paul UMC, 2509 W.
Beebe-Capps, 12-5 p.m.
10.10 ASU Searcy, 1800 E.
Moore, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
10.10 Searcy HS, 301 N. Ella,
3-8 p.m.
10.16 Wal-Mart, 3509 E. Race,
1-7 p.m.
10.18 Central Ark. Hospital,
1200 S. Main, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
10.18 First Community Bank,
2307 W. Beebe-Capps,
12-5 p.m.
10.21 Lowes, 400 E. Evans,
12-6 p.m.
10.26 Pizza Hut, 2841 E. Race,
11 :30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
10.28 Dept. of Health, 608
Rodgers, 9 a.m.-2 p.m.

White Co. Medical consolidates·
CHRISTINA RYAN
staff writer

the residents of White County
with the latest in technology and
the best in patient care."
Harding students in medical
majors, especially those interning at CAH, met the news of the
merger with worry.
"The day it happened we were
all shocked,'~ Tyler Knight, a
senior health care managem ent
major, said. "The [health care
management]departnlentdoesa
lot with White
County Medical Center,
but not with
Central Arkansas [Hospital]. Everyone had that
connection
[to WCMC],

Officials with the White
County Medical Centerin Searcy
announced Sept. 14 they will
purchase the center's competitor
Central Arkansas Hospital. The
merger will take place Nov. 1,
according to a Sept. 14 WCMC
news release.
WCMC CEO Ray Montgomery said in a
news release
the merg er
would pres ent a unique
opportunity
to consolidate
medical care.
"It will also
allow us to
efficiently utiCHELSEA ROBERSON/The Bison
and we were
just trying
lize the limited numbe r Central Arkansas Hospital
to figure it
out."
of h ealth care
Knight said he is currently inpersonnel available in the community and provide a broader terning under the physical services
menu of services," Montgomery manager at CAH. However, now
said in the release. "We can focus that the hospitals are m erging,
our efforts on continuing to provide Knight is unsure if his internship

will merge with them.
"Everything is up in the air,"
Knight said. "I'll at least be there
until Nov. i."
If Knight's internship does not
carry over after the two hospitals
combine, he will still be able to
get full credit for the internship
and graduat e in May.
"I talked to my adviser," Knight
said. "If I don't get to stay on, 111
do a case study on how people
were affected by the merger and
will get full credit."
Megan Lindsay, a senior health
care management major, said
the m erger will affect Harding
students in the short term.
"CAH's employees are on shaky
ground right now, so nursing majors looking for ari internship may
not get one [at CAH]," Lindsay
said. "But in the long run it will
be good to have the same type of
care in two places."
Though Lindsay said the merger
will affect some medical majors
negatively, she said health care
management majors will benefit
from watching and experiencing
the merger. a

John Roberts, President Bush's nominee for chief
justice of the United States, underwent confirmation hearings Sept. 12-16. Roberts' nomination
was approved by the Senate Judiciary Committee
Sept. 22, according to an Associated Press article
released the same day.
Roberts, who was originally nominated by
President Bush to replace Associate Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor after her retirement announcement
July 1, is now'the nominee to replace the late Chief
Justice William H. Rehnquist.
According to a Sept. 13 CNN article, Roberts
assured the Senate Judiciary Committee in his
opening remarks that he "[comes] befor~ this
committee with no agenda, no platform."
"I will approach every case with an open mind,"
Roberts said.
Roberts made it through questioning "while
successfully avoiding specifics on a range ofhotbutton issues," CNN said in a Sept. 19 report.
According to the politics section of the ABC
News Web site, Roberts, who received his degree
from Harvard Law School, has been campaigning
for confirmation since July 20.
His nomination was met with
support from Republicans,
while Democrats reacted "more
cautiously."
In a Sept. 13 CNN broadcast, Sen. Dianne Feinstein
CD-Calif.) joined fellow Democrats in concern for Roberts'
opinions regarding the right
ROBERTS
to privacy.
"It would be very difficult
for me to vote to confirm someone to the Supreme
Court whom I knew would overturn Roe v. Wade,"
Feinstein said in the broadcast.
According to CNN Sept. 20, if Roberts is approved, he could take over the high court in time
for the beginning of the fall session in October.
"[Roberts' approach to the Constitution is] hard
to say because he said so little at the hearings," Dr.
Mark Elrod, associate professor of political science,
said. "But it seems to me that he has a healthy
respect for the fundamental rights of Americans
protected by the Constitution."
Campus opinions of Roberts vary as faculty
and students examine his personality and political
stances.
"His intelligence, experience, understanding of
the law, articulate and congenial manner (especially
crucial for a chiefjustice) have all been on display
during the confirmation hearings and leave no
doubt that he possesses outstanding credentials in
these areas," Dr. Fred Jewell, professor of history
and political science, said.
Roberts' past actions are reflecting on his character as well.
"I'm impressed by Roberts' willingness to work
to support minority rights, such as his willingness
to do pro-bono work for gay rights advocates in
Romer v. Evans in 1995," Elrod said. "By taking
this case, Roberts demonstrated that he believes
that every person has the right to adequate legal
representation in our courts. This is a good quality
for any judge or attorney."
·
Students' views of Roberts and his capability
as chief justice are mixed.
.
"The impression I get so far is that he is somewhat of a conservative strict constructionist, and
I like that," senior Kyle Johns said. "If h e is truly
a conservative judge, then that means that he is
not going to overturn precedents."
Roberts' conservative leanings, however, are not
always looked on favorably. Senior Drew Bowers
said Roberts would not be his first choice for chief
justice.
"He was against equal pay for equal work for
women back in the 'Sos," Bowers said. "Also, he
thought that the government should not be able
to b e sued when it violated its own environmental
regulations. After listening to him in the hearings,
my opinion of him has changed some,what, and I
don't think he's any worse than Rehnquist."
· According to CBS News Sept. 26, Bush must
select a new nominee to replace O'Connor before
the Supreme Court begins a new term Oct. 3.
Elrod said the hberal opposition senators expressed
dunng the h earings was intended to prepare the
White House for reactions to the 'Sident's next
appointment to the court, not thi~ ie. C
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Sound of music'
MP3 players linked to hearing loss

H

ello, Grandpa. How are
you today?"
He couldn't hear me,
so I shouted, "I said,
'Hello, how are you feel-

WEEKLY WINDOW

DR. DANIEL TULLOS

Faculty

ing?'"
Many of us have had the
frustrating experience of trying
to talk to an elderly, hard-ofplayers.
hearing loved one who doesn't
Several factors are causing
this concern. First of all, we
seem to be able to understand
can store an almost unlimited
us. One of the few times we acamount of our favorite music
tually think about our ability to
hear often occurs after such an
on our iPods and then listen to
experience. Unfortunately, agethem for six to eight hours. We
no longer need to change the
related hearing loss is a natural
process that happens to all of us; batteries or change the CD or
we all gradually lose some of our tape. We also no longer give our
hearing as we get older. This
ears a much-needed break.
process, called presbycusis, is
Another factor contributinevitable.
ing to hearing loss caused by
headphones involves our use of
As a communication sciences and disorders teacher, I
our MP3 players to screen out
caution students to be aware
surrounding noises. City traffic
of age-related hearing loss and
noises average around 85 dB
to protect their hearing now so
Ooudness level), even inside a
that current experiences will not car. If we use our MP3 players
contribute to their inability to
to screen out these noises, we
feel we must set our volume to
hear later in life. We are surrounded by so much noise that
at least 95, if not 100 to no dB.
we are developing noise-related
Exposure to sound at that level
will begin to damage hearing afhearing damage at early ages.
ter as few as 15 minutes.
This surrounding
Fifteen percent of If we continue to listen to
noise includes city
college students
it as we walk to our cars,
traffic, power tools,
have hearing losses drive home, gather and
rock and country
greater than their
concerts, as well
do our laundry and then
parents.... Many
as car stereos and
get ready for bed, it will
Harding students
result in some significant
MP3 players and
are
walking around damage. Considering we
cell phones with
with the ears of 50- do this day after day, it
earphones. When
year-olds.
this noise-induced
is understandable why
we no longer hear what
hearing loss is added
to age-related loss,
people are telling us in
many of us are destined for sigthe student center or at the footnificant hearing problems as we
ball game.
get older.
A study by Warwick Williams,
the Australian National AcousThe Hearing Alliance of
tic Laboratories, indicated that
America reports that 15 percent
of college students have hearing
around 25 percent of earphone
losses greater than their parents. users had daily noise exposures
high enough to eventually cause
Another way of saying this is
that many Harding students are
damage. Once the inner ear is
damaged, it will never recover.
walking around with the ears of
Save some hearing for later in
50-year-olds. Communication
life. When your grandkids crawl
disorders specialists have long
in your lap and say, "Grandpa,
expected hunters, construcI need to talk to you," you can
tion workers, motorcyclists and
hear and answer, "Sure, what's
others to have noise-induced
hearing loss; we are surprised so up?"
For additional information on
many teenagers are exhibiting
these characteristics. Now rehearing conservation and music
searchers are warning this trend check the Hearing Education
will certainly increase, and our
and Awareness for Rockers Web
use of earphones associated with site at www.hearnet.com or the
our personal electronic devices
American Speech-LanguageHearing Association Web site at
will be a major factor.
www.asha.org. a
There have been many articles written about the need to
protect our hearing from loud
DR. DANIEL TULLOS is the communication
noises, but we are only recently
sciences
and disorders program director.
becoming aware of the potenHe may be contacted at tullos@harding.
tial damage from wearing the
edu.
earphones associated with MP3

Voices

FACES IN THE CROWD
Tina Maxwell, freshman
Hometown: New York City, N.Y.
Major: Social Work
Favorite Ice Cream Store: Coldstone
Creamery in Times Square
Right- or left-handed: Right

What one item would you like to have if you were
str.a nded on an island? A boat
Favorite vacation spot? Vero Beach, Fla.
What talent would you like to have? Ability to play a lot
of instruments
Paper or plastic: Plastic
Favorite movies: "Labrynth" and "Braveheart"
Hyou could meet one person in history, who would
it be? Louis Armstrong
CD you wish you had never bought: Backstreet Boys
Dreamjob: To be an anthropologist, travel and experience
different cultures
What co~ t--r M&M would you be? Purple

IN &OUT: NEWS TO KNOW
New computer patches released
The Mozilla Foundation released Firefox t.0.7, an
updated version of its Firefox Web browser, Sept. 21. The
new browser version addresses two critical security flaws
which could allow attackers to take
.
over victims' computers. Firefox
i.0.7 can be downloaded for free at
www.mozilla.org.
Apple Computer has also released
security fixes for the 10.3.9and1042
versions of its Mac OS X operating
system. The patches fix 10 vulnerabilities that could, among other things,
allow remote attackers to target users' computers through images sent
through e-mail or grant certain administrative rights to
unauthorized users. The patches can be downloaded from
the Apple Web site at www.apple.com/support.
r--...--'-----~

,.

Homecoming musical tickets on sale
Tickets for Harding's 2005 Homecoming musical,
"Beauty and the Beast," can now be purchased at www.
hardingtickets.com or at the Benson Auditorium ticket
window on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1-4 p.m. Musical performances will be at 8 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 28, and
Saturday, Oct. 29. Tickets are $10.

Suspected terrorist leaders killed

a.m. Oct. 1 in the Center on the Square. The Downtown
Searcy Association will provide concessions from 12-4
p.m., while local artists and musicians will exhibit their
work around the court square from 1-5 p.m.
A tour of the Searcy Gallery, featuring an Audrey Botrell
exhibit, will also be offered Oct. 1from1-3 p.m. at 300 E.
Race St. Music for the tour will be provided by the Searcy
String Quartet. "To Kill a Mockingbird" will be presented
at 2 p.m. ~nd 4 p.m., while a children's play, "A Visit to
Mother Goose's Land of Possibilities," will take place at 4
p.m. at Center on the Square Theater.
The weekend will conclude Oct. 1 with a picnic dinner
on the Square at s p.m. and a concert by the Stardust Big
Band at 6 p.m.

Intelligent design court trial begins
The Dover, Pa., area school district found itself in court
2? as its trial over the teaching of intelligent design
m public schools began. According to a Sept. 27 AP news
story, the district is believed to be the first in the· nation
to require students' exposure to the concept of intelligent
design in its classes.
Dover's policy includes a requirement that school
administrators "read a brief statement before classes on
evolution that says Charles Darwin's theory is 'not a fact'
and has inexplicable 'gaps,' "the AP said. Intelligent design
suggests that evolution cannot fully explain the origin oflife
and that an unidentified intelligent force might somehow
be responsible for life's existence.
~ept.

Iraqi and U.S. forces reported Sept. 27 that they had
killed the number two leader of al-Qaida in Iraq, according
War protesters arrested
to a Sept. 27 AP news story.
Hundreds of anti-war protesters were arrested Sept.
Abdullah Abu Azzam died in a gun battle after opening
26 at the White House after refusing
fire on troops raiding his Baghdad hideout . He is believed
repeated warnings from police to keep ,
to have led al~Qaida's operations in Baghdad and controlled
moving. Among those arrested was
financing for foreign fighters in the Iraq insurgency. He
California mother Cindy Sheehan,
was listed as one of the United States' 29 most-wanted
famous for her 26-day protest this
insurgents.
summer near President Bush's Texas
Meanwhile, Israeli forces killed the top commander for
ranch.
Islamic Jihad in southern Gaza. Mohammed Khalil and
According to The Sacramento
his bodyguard died Sept. 25 after escaping four previous
Union, approximately 370 protesters
assassination attempts, according to Islamic J ihad, as
were arrested during a time span of
quoted in a Sept. 25 USA Today Qnline article. Khalil was
about four and a half hours; all but
alleged to have been responsible for attacks leading to the
one were charged with demonstratdeaths of 17 Israelis.
ing without a permit, while one was charged with crossing
a police line. The protest and arrests followed a larger
City of Searcy to host arts weekend
anti-war demonstration Sept. 24 that had drawn tens of
The city of Searcy is hosting an arts weekend Sept. 30thousands.
0ct. 1. Events will kick off Sept. 30 with a writers' reception
from 6-8 p.m., hosted in the Center on the Square by the
Bush urges energy conservation
White County Creative Writers. "To
II}- the wake of Hurricanes Rita and Katrina, President
Kill a Mockingbird" will be presented
Bush is urging Americans everywhere to conserve energy
at 6 p.m . and T30 p.m., with each
by such activities as reducing nonessential travel, a press
performance preceded by a tour of the
release from the U.S. State Department said. Bush called on
historic White County Courthouse.
The night will conclude with a federal employees to lead the way in energy conservation
by using mass transit and reducing electricity use during
perform an ce by t he b and Sat ch el
peak hours. Bush also said his administration is willing
Boogie at Citizen Park, 209 W. Arch,
to tap further into the U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserve
from 9-11 p.m.
in an effort to relieve any temporary crude oil shortages
White County
A fashion show will be presented
caused by the hurricanes.
Courthouse
by various downtown merchants at 11
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Man;...made virgin birth
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Harding University Ch~mber Singers perform

Sdentists advance in cloning and stem cell research
and it is possible to generate decide they cannot be bothered
certain tissues from stem ·cells looking for sperm donors and
that may be transplanted into have their eggs cloned?"
In the BBC report, Roslin
Discord between progres- patients suffering from ailments
sive scientists and pro-life like Parkinson's disease, type scientists created the embryos
groups continues to rage as 1 diabetes, bone defects and by electrically stimulating
donated eggs to
researchers make advances in spinal cord injuries.
"There are some
divide. In normal
Accordingto the site,
cloning and embryonic stem
things that I don't
stem cells other than
reproduction, eggs
cell research.
According to a Sept. 9 BBC those from embryos think we should be dispose of half their
News report, scientists at the may be used thera- tampering with, and genetic material
Roslin Institute in Edinburgh, peutically, but "the one of those is the - 23 chromosomes
Scotland, have developed a way tremendous capacity sanctity of human
- to receive a male
life."
to create virgin birth embryos of [embryonic stem]
complement, but
- made without the addition cells for self-renewal
Roslin scientists
DR. REBEKAH RAMPEY
of male genetic material - for and their adaptability
specially cultured
ossistont professor of
the eggs to prevent
the first time in the United to genetic modificabiology
that.
Kingdom. The method is re- tion make them an
According to a
ferred to as "parthenogeriesis," indispensable tool."
Still, some debate
June 2, 2003, comwhich comes frnm the Greek
for "virgin birth."
the ethics of developing father- mentary from the Center for
In the report, Roslin scientist less embryos and using human Bioethics and Human Dignity,
Dr. Paul De Sousa was quoted embryos in general for genetic American scientists have been
from an address to the British and medical research.
practicing parthenogenesis for
Association's Festival of Sci"I think it's all unethical," at least two years, but they have
ence.
Dr. Rebekah Rampey, assistant practiced a method involving
"At the moment, we have professor of biology at Harding, the replication of chromosomes
not managed to get stem cells said. "There are some things to replace those discarded in
from these embryos, but that that I don't think we should an egg's reproductive cycle.
continues to be our ambition," be tampering with, and one of
In the CBHD commentary,
those is the sanctity of human the use and destruction of
De Sousa said.
parthenogenic embryos, to
According to the Roslin life."
According to a Sept. n article many scientists, seems more
.Institute Web site, stem cells
act as the "parents" of more in The Scotsman, Christian ethically acceptable than that
specialized cells, like nerve organizations and scientific of normal embryos because
cells or heart muscle cells, ethics groups reacted bitterly parthenogen.ic embryos are
to Roslin's ad- incapable of gestation - they
vancements.
lack the chemical imprinting
'The last thing to develop into full-fledged
we need is more humans. Therefore, because
ways to erode the they cannot grow into fetuses,
boundaries ofna- parthenogenic embryos are
ture," Josephine considered "less human" in
Quintavalle, of nature.
"But they're still embryos,"
Comment on Reproductive Eth- Rampey said. "It's a matter of
ics, said in The where you're going to draw the
Scotsman. ''What line. It's like trying to play with
I fear is that we fire without getting burned,
are becoming but get as close as you can."
increasingly
According to the CBHD
desensitized to commentary, researchers have
these astonishing been trying to find ways to
technologies that remedy parthenogenic emtake control ofthe bryos' inability to gestate.
COURTESY PHOTO
reproductionpro- Such research may provide a
Parthenogenic embryos are characteristically
cess. How long way for single females or female
incapable of growing into fetuses.
before mothers couples to procreate. a

DENNIS MCCARTY
news editor

CHELSEA ROBERSONfThe Bison

Sophomore J. Cliff Ganus and juniors Lindsay Hoggatt and David Gerst perform with the Harding University
Chamber Singers. Chamber singers, a new 12-member group, sang Sept. 27 at the Reynolds Center.

Students, faculty anticipate HUFS
have studied French.
· and the locals."
"The most exciting thing to
Among the students particime is, with the requirement of pating in the HUFS program is
Harding's five existing having at least
junior Jennifer
international programs will some college
Eckman, who
be joined by Harding Univer- French before
has chosen a
sity in France and Switzerland you go, that
double major in
I'
pre-pharmacy
when the first group departs in language skill
can .b e honed
andFrench.Ecl<February 2006.
Macy Lou Daughety, adminis- and polished
man said she is
trative assistant for international in a way that it
looking forward
Harding University France/ Switzerland
programs, saidthe program has could never be
to her overseas
registered 20 students so far, doneothetwise,"
experience.
Hopper said.
with four on the waiting list.
"Hereisour
Dr. Jeff Hopper, dean of
Daughety said among the opportunity to use what we
irtternational programs, said faculty preparing to go are Tim know, and to interact with nonthe group will be based in Ge- Nance, adjunct professor of American French speakers,"
neva, a part of French-speaking English, and his wife, Stephanie, Eckman said. "I am nervous,
Switzerland, during its initial graduate assistant in education, but excited, because I know
time overseas, and later in as well as Dr. Robert McCready, that Dr. McCready's approach
Toulouse, in southern France. associate professor of French, will force us to be creative, work
They will also visit the chateaux who helped formulate the plans things out and learn."
ofthe Loire Valley, the beaches for HUFS with Hopper.
Hoppersaidthestructureof
of Normandy and
"I feel like I have the HUFS program is strategic
Paris.
two hearts, one here in promoting the direct applica"I feel like I have
According to two hearts, one here teaching at Harding, tion of things studied.
the international teaching at Harding, and one in France(
'The three important aspects
programs Web site, and one in France." , McCready said "I'm ofthis [program] are, in order,
the curriculum ofexcited about the two the academic part, to provide a
fered includes such
DR. ROBERT MCCREADY,
comin~ together."
platform to reaII~ advanc~ ~e
-• JS1..Cc'.ready sai<f study of the French language
classes as l'sraelite associate prolessor of French
Poetry and Wisdom
maximizing the -that's the motivation for this,"
students' interac- Hopper said. "Numbertwo: an
literature, European
Civilization and Humanities, tion with the French people overview of Western civilizaMacroeconomics, Composition is one of the main goals of the tion through intensive study,
II, General Psychology, Condi- program.
and three: to get to know the
"Having lived in France for French people, especially our
tioning, General Biology, four
French language courses and · almost 20 years, I know that church family."
a French literature course.
the everyday French person
Hopper said a traditional
Hopper said those involved in is not what's portrayed by the study of all Western civilizapreparation for HUFS intended [American] media,'' McCready tion could be conducted within
the experience to be rooted in said. "Hopefully, incorrect France's borders, because the
language study. Unlike other stereotypes will be dissolved country contains a variety of
international programs, HUFS as a result of a real connection cultural and historical places
is reserved for students who between the group members and objects of interest. a
LINDSEY LOWE
student reporter

AlJFS
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Share your space, but live on your own.

Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.
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Thornton Education Center dedication

Schwarzenegger threatens immediate veto
able at best,"
Dr . Steven
Breezeel, asCalifornia Governor Arnold sociate profesSchwarzenegger said he would sor ofpolitical
uphold the will of his constitu- science and
ents Sept. 7 by vetoing a bill history, said.
legalizing gay marriages, passed "It seems that
Sept. 6 by a narrow margin in he's trying to
the California legislature.
have it both
According to a Sept. 8 CNN ways, and I
article, Schwarzenegger claimed don't think
to be supporting Proposition 22, he's going to
an initiative passed by Califor- please anyone
nia voters five years ago, which with it."
Arkansans
states, "only marriage between
a man and a woman is valid or for Human
Rights, a lorecognized in California."
Schwarzenegger's promise to cal gay rights
COURTESY PHOTO
veto the bill has brought strong advocacy
Governor
of
California
Arnold
Schwarzenegger
plans
reactions on both sides of the group, seem
to
uphold
Proposition
22,
which
stipulates
that
only
political spectrum. Gay and to agree.
"Governor heterosexual marriages are valid.
lesbian groups were initially
hopeful when the bill was passed Schwarzeneg"I t hink that [homosexuger is breaking from the Repubby the legislature.
als]
are American citizens;
"Everyone in the organiza- lican party when he says that it
they have the civil rights of
tion was ecstatic that it got should be the citizens or judges
other American citizens, and
done," Lorelei Monet, center that decide controversial issues
we shouldn't deny them their
coordinator for the Gay and such as gay marriage," Shaun civil rights, " Johns said.
Lesbian Alliance in San Luis Whybark, a spokesperson for "Denying them their civil
Obispo, Calif., said. "It's never the group, said. 'W e are being
rights makes us look bad
exploited for election results
been done before."
to them. It makes us look
Some supporters of gay rights instead of giving all Americans
like bigots, it makes us look
said the governor has reneged equality."
intolerant, and it alienates
On campus, there is a range
on his bipartisan campaign
them before we can even get a
of different opinions.
promises.
chance to tell them about the
"He promised civil liberties,
"We need a ministty to those
message of Christ."
and he's not giving
struggling with hoEven if the bill is struck
us that,'' Monet said. "We need a ministry mosexual feelings,"
down , homosexuals in Cali"He needs to get with to those struggling Dr. Joe Brumfield,
fornia still have more rights
associate professor
it instead of [giving
with homosexual
in] to the Christian feelings....They will of Bible, said. "Gay than in many other states. According to a Sept. 8 Washington
right."
need help, love and marriage is wrong, Post article, California allows
Some said Schwar- forgiveness from the but legislation will same-sex couples many of
zenegger is trying · Lord, and from us." not likely cure the
the same r ights as married
problem. They v.ill
to choose a middle
couples if t hey register as
need help, love and
ground ·and place
DR.JOE BRUMFIELD,
responsibility on the osmiote professor of Bible forgiveness from domest ic partners.
According to the Post,
courts.
the Lord, and from
California
would be the first
us."
"The governor's
state to legislatively legalize
functioning here in a legislative
Others, like Kyle Johns, a
same- sex marriages. Masrole by eithervetoing or approving senior political science major,
sach u s etts has legalized
the policy, but the idea of saying see more freedoms for homogay marriages by a court
that the courts are the proper sexuals as a betterwayto reach
decision. a
, decision makers is qlJ)es ion- them. 1
1,,
BRIDGET GIRTON

student reporter

CHELSEA ROBERSON/The Bison

Wilma Stephens Thornton, for whom the Thornton Education Center is named, speaks at the new building's
dedication Sept. 28. Thornton, 94 years old, first broke ground for the building July 27, 2004. Thornton has
been honored by Harding for her teaching and student government sponsorship in Sheridan, Ark.

Chapel adjustments
Students react to new two-chapel system
Burks' absence.
"It just doesn't do anything
for the spirit of the Harding
community, because he's the
For the fall semester , figureh ead, the face of the
Harding's administratio n camaraderie that he's always
added a second chapel at 10 talking about," Goode said.
a.m. to prevent overcrowding
ButGoodealsosaidsheenjoys
due to Harding's increasing the later chapel time, and she
enrollment, butsomestudents misses chapel less because of
have mixed feelings about the it.
change.
Burks said student feedback
President
reports asked for a later
David Burks is
chapel time, but the
"The change (not
present at the 9
only allows] all of
majorityofstudentsstill
a.m. chapel, and Harding's 5,000-plus registered for chapel at
Bruce McLarty,
9 a.m.
student body to
vice president · enjoy chapel, but
Mike Baur, manfor spiritual life, also [allows] more agement information
presides over
systems programmer,
social time after
the 10 a.m. assaid 2,377 students are
chapel."
sembly. Senior
registeredfor9am.,and
Ellen Wrye, who
1,462 are registered for
DANIEL CHERRY,
attends 10 a.m. ossista.nt to1th~ president, 1oa.m.Chapelsecretuy
chope director
chapel, said she
Penny McAfee said the
is envious of 9
Benson Auditorium's
a.m. attendees'
balcony can hold 1,342
time with Burks.
people, and the Benson floor
"If he is going to be in can hold 2,193.
chapel, he should attend the
"lt's so lonely to look up
[10 a.m.] chapel because of at the balcony and not see
all the freshmen," Wrye said. anyone there," senior Stefanie
"They're not going to know Sanderson, who attends 10
their president."
a.m. chapel, said, referring to
However, Wrye said she is the small number of students
in favor of two chapels and in the second chapel time
thinks McLartyis doing a good compared to the first.
job with the 10 a.m. chapel.
Assistant to the president
Senior Holly Goode also and chapel director Daniel
expressed disappointment at Cherry said he has seen posiREBECCA OSBORN
BARKLEY TERRY
student reporters

tive changes come from the
chapel alterations.
'Thechange[notonlyallows]
allofHarding's5,ooo-plus student body to enjoy chapel, but
also [allows] more social time
' afterchapel,''CherrySaid. "And
[the change]
mayevenhelp
students get to
class on tim"e."
Before this
semester, studentsenrolled
in 9:45 a.m.
classes found CHERRY
a 10-minute
break before
class. With the time changes,
students in 9 a.m. chapel now
~25-minu:IE breaks before the
beginning of 10 a.m. classes.
"Starting classes at 10 and
11 instead of 9:45 and 10:45
allows a little extra time with
friends after chapel, and I must
say I do enjoy that," senior
Molly Hicks said.
Cherry said Harding's administration wants to make
the changes pleasurable for
students, though some question wJiether a difference in
quality exists between the two
chapels.
"We are going to keep the
chapels as consistent as possible and try to have the same
speakers in both chapels, if applicable," Cherry said. c

Attention Social Clubs
10% OFF ALL SOCIAL CLUB PRINTING
with this coupon
Let us print your invitations, flyers, etc.
Whatever you may need ....

"Co.me See Our G1eat Selection,,
Call for more information

HARDING PRESS
600 S. Remington • 279-4341

Hoggard T eam
We've grown to serve you better!
Whether you 're looking to buy a home or sell
your current property, we can help! Go to our website,
www.hoggardteam.com, and use our mortgage
calculator, browse ALL the active listings in the area,
get stats and facts about Searcy and much more!
Visit us

Student Discount
One-Topping Pizzas
Medium $5 Large $6.15

268-9000
Carryout or Delivery
free Delivery: Sunday-Thursday until Midnight
Friday & Saturday until 1 a.m.

New team member, .
Tish Pace

,

Phil's Cell: (501 ) 593-1 700 Judy a nd Phil
Judy's Cell: (501 ) 593-1 800
1ish's Ce ll: (501) 593-0262
office: (50 1) 268-3 BS
web: N \"W. h
r
RE I MAX Advantage
e-mail: judy@ hoggardteam.com

Enroll in the #1 MCAT course by
September 30 and save $100!

Call or visit us on line today to enroll
and take advantage of this limited-time offer.
Higher test scores
guaranteed or
your money back

Test Prep and Admissions
'MCAT 1s a re~1stercd traderr 1}< of he Association of Amerrcan Medical Colleges. -·conditions and restrictions

app1y. Kir comp:ete guarantee e1.g101 tr reQu rements. \'1srt kaptest.com/hsg. Higher Score Guarantee applies only
to Kaplan courses taken and comp'eted "'thin the Unrted States and Canada. t Must enroll between September
1 2005 and Septemoer 30. 2005. Can"ot he com!Jmed with any ~r uffer, rebate. discount. Of promoti\M'l.
Offer appitP.S ontv to ttre MCAl Olris!':.•oom Cour~e. Premium Onltne Course, and Private Twtonng programs.
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mize ttJeir style with creativity

Sophomore Anna
Dixon expresses her
creativity in making her
own clothes. "It's gratifying to do something
and call it your own,"
she said.

son

w•

their
art shoes before
dishing out 100 for a custom
pair of Nik Swooshes. So,
t all started with mono- inevitably, stomizing for the
grammed purses and sweat- cheap beco es creation.
ers remiJiis~ :~~~:t'~Midiljii1¥1R1re David Reese
"Laverne and Sliir e"y" from sru e e ~o s making things
the 1970S. Sid<.ofshowing up to save mon y and for the joy
to a party with the same outfit, of creating.
dress, purse, et c. as everyone
"I apprec'ate it more when
else, customers are buying more I'm done,• ese said. "It's not
personalized items.
about the
shed product; it's
Now that initials are passe, about the p cess."
companies such as Nike and JC
Sophomore Anna Dixon said
Penney cater to the desire for she started wing clothes for
even more individualism.
theater when he was 13, and she
On Nike's customizing Web now makes othing and other
site, nikeid.com, customers items for he elf and others.
choose from a variety of colors
"I usu~ just do it for fun
and personalized logos to make and for gifts, Dixon said. 'Tm
their purchase unique. These sewing kilt for the Knights
includes shoes, watches, athletic mixer. I lik sewing because
gear and golf balls.
you can ma ·e whatever you
JC Penney uses a scanning want, exa
how you want it.
technology to ensure a better fit It's gra · · to do something
for the buyer, an article in The and call it yo r own."
Montgomery Advertiser said
When~r Sara Foster didn't
Yet commercial customizing find an Old Navy bag that could
comes with a price, and the av- cany her JaPtop, she said she
erage college student may find turned to
·ng her own.
it easier on the wallet to paint
"On&af roommates and
SUSANNA SMITH
staff writer

I

Sophomores Michal Watson and Katie Ashley Study on a COuCf1 that matches
their room. They paid a total of $7 for the couch and sheet.

another girl saw [the bag] and sheet) stapled on to match the
asked me to make them some," rest of the room.
Foster said. "I can make them · 'The sheet was also at Saver's,"
anything they want. After [I sell] Ashley said. "It was $2. We were
the third bag I1l have enough to going to buy some cheap fabric,
buy a sewing machine."
but we found the sheet that was
Freshman Joey Hawkins' pink and orange, which matched
customized clothing reflects our room."
his interest in Native American
When sophomore T ess a
Stewart moved into the dorms,
crafts.
"Since [age] 12 I've liked hunt- she added her own touch of art
ing," Hawkins said. "As soon as to liven up her room.
I did that, I started getting into
"I paint all sorts of things for
everything."
fun - mostly furniture," Stewart
Hawkins's most noticeable said. "You can use something to
custom outfit is his deerskin show what you are going through
pants.
in life. That's what being creative
"I made those in 2004," is all about getting your feelings
Hawkins said. "I like to wear down on something; it's easier
them because they're super to portray exactly how you're
comfortable and warm. I also feeling. It's not the same if you
make bags for books and moc- buy something." a
casins."
On-campus customizing is
not limited to clothing and accessories. Sophomores Michal
Watson and Katie Ashley said
they found a $s couch at Saver's
and promptly made it a welcome
piece of furniture in their dorm
with a makeshift slipcover (bed

5

6
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Students seek help with homework

Harding freshman Rachel
Hickerson and high school
student Lauren Hood study
together at the Honors College
during Tuesday and Thursday
tutoring sessions. Tutoring is
provided free by Honors College students.

SUSANNA SMITHfrhe Bison

SUSANNA SMITH
staff writer

A

bright summer day
beckons students to the
front lawn for after-class
recreation, but instead
of answering the call to
laze on the warm grass, freshman Honors College students
Rachel Hickerson, Steven
Barber and Adrienne Barnes
wait for the Honors College
house to open its doors for a
Thursday-afternoon tutoring
session. With them is Casey
Reynolds, a sophomore from
Searcy High School, geometry
book in hand, ready for Barber
to explain the difference between
major and minor arcs.
Reynolds said he is a regular
at the Tuesday and Thursday
3:30-5 p.m. Honors College
tutoring program.
"I came here all last year,"
Reynolds said. "It helps my
grades."
Donna Jo Roberson, Honors
College secretary, said she hears
of the positive effects of the

tutoring program from parents younger [children],just call the
who call the college.
schools and see who needs it.
"We had one mom call and There is really a demand for
say that after just two or three it."
times [in] tutoring, her daughter
Roberson said that on tuwas so much more
toring days [the
"We had one mom call program] will have
confident walking
into her math
about three high
and say that after just
class," Roberson two or three times [in] tu- school students
said. "She was reto be tutored, but
ally excited about toring, her daughter was the number is
so much more confident increasing as the
it."
The free tutoryeargoeson.Alicia
walking into her math
Bright, a graduate
ing program began
class."
in the fall of 2001
assistant for the
Honors College
when Dr· Jeff
DONNA JO ROBERSON,
who
coordinates
Hopper took the
Honors College Secretary
position of dean
the tutoring proof the Honors Colgram, said interlege, Debbie Baird,
est in tutoring
assistant to the dean, said. She has increased and has helped
said advertising was minimal. with the constant demand for
"The first year, all I did was tutors.
"Last year there were six
e-mail all school counselors in
Searcy, and I've never had to or seven tutors; this year it's
do anything else," Baird said. between 20 or 30," Bright
"We get loaded with calls. We said. "It's a lot of freshmen.
can only tutor 15 kids, so we The freshman class is excited
have to turn some away. The about it."
Hickerson said the reason
program is only for grades 7-12,
but anyone who wants to tutor she enjoys tutoring is that she

likes to see someone learn.
"I've never tutored before,
but I enjoy helping someone
else learn, especially when
it's something I'm passionate
about," Hickerson said. "I really liked being able to explain
[geometry] to [my student]."
Harding freshman Ariana
Homan-Cruz said she enjoys
tutoring because it reaches
outside the Harding campus.
"It's a good community
service to not just concentrate
on the students at Harding, but
the students in Searcy as well,"
Homan-Cruz said.
Tutoring in the Honors College is on Tuesday and Thursday
afternoons, and all ofthe tutors
are volunteers. Yet freshman
tutor Kevin Dawes said he
wouldn't expect to have it any
other way.
"It's a good way for the kids
in the Honors College to help
younger kids if they have the
ability to do it," Dawes said. "I
don't really expect to get paid
for something like that. It's just
helping people." a

Harding freshman
Steven Barber and high
school student Casey
Renyolds pour over a
book during a tutoring
session at the Honors
College. "I came here all
last year," Reynolds said.
"It helps my grades."

SUSANNA SMITHfrhe Bison

ENTERTAINMENT
Death Cab grows up
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'Plans' shows new maturity in lyrics and love
others, but with a newfound
maturity. Though lacking the
striking emotional highs and
en a solid indie lows of ''Transatlanticism," the
and like Death group's most recent release still
Cab for Cutie leaves has the lyrics characteristic of
ts successful indie anything penned by Gibbard.
abel (Barsuk) for a The musical sense of
dominating force in the music Death Cab for
industry (.Atlantic), many fans Cutie seems to
await a lack-luster release laced mature as the
with over-produced tracks and members do. Gone
meaningless, radio-friendly are the days of 20lyrics that sounds nothing something emotional
like the band they have grown despair and euphoria;
to love. ·
they are replaced by a
Death Cab for Cutie defies the more mature emotional
norm of major-label washout undulation.
albums with their latest release,
From the beginning, listen"Plans." Front man
ers realize this album
Ben Gibbard (Postal
'Plans' [sends deserves the attention it
Service, All-Time
the] message has received. I couldn't
Quarterback) has
stop listening to the
that love is
taken on the role of
incendiary first track,
powerful and "Marching Bands of
Coner Oberst (Bright
Eyes) as the figure worth fighting Manhattan." With a
seen everywhere
pounding piano lead,
for.
in the indie music
a memorable hook
scene.
and touching lyrics,
With the success
this track begs for reof Gibbard's side project The peated listening. After five or
Postal Service, the recent so repeats of the first track, I
popularity of Death Cab for realized the rest of the album
Cutie is less than unexpected. merited a listen.
In the first week of its release,
I agree with Jack Black's
"Plans" sold more than 90,000 character, Barry, in "High
copies and entered the charts Fidelity" when he says that a
at number four, according to good album must start with a
Allmusic.com.
stellar song that is followed by
''Plans," Death Cab for Cutie's an even better song to keep the
sixth full-length album, has listener engaged. Death Cab
the same sound and feel of the deftly accomplishes this.
IANTHOMAS

student reporter

W

"Soul Meets Body," the
second track on the album, is
one ofthe more upbeat songs,
utilizing a more dominant
guitar riff and a soaring "Ba
b a" chorus and giving this
song a more ethereal
feel.
"I Will Follow
You into the Dark"
is simply a folk
guitar tune, yet
it stands out as
the lyrical touchstone to which the
other songs aspire. The
touching words tell of a young
man growing up too quickly,
but he has someone for whom
to mature.
"What Sarah Said" is
reminiscent of Something
Corporate's "Konstantine"
with its near-epic tone and
juxtaposition of a driving piano
lead with strong root-note bass
accompaniment.
The layout of "Plans" is one
powerful ballad after another
with the occasional indie pop
song in the mix.
The general message of the
album is that love is powerful
and worth fighting for, though
not always easy.
"Plans" would make a fantastic companion on a long
road trip while maintaining a
mellow sense that could merit
a sleep mix as well. This is one
of the most solid releases of
the year. a

ON CAMPUS

ALLTEL ARENA, Little Roc.k
www.alltelarena.com
Oct. 14: Casting Crowns, 7:30 p.m. (see
Web site for special guests)

ORPHEUM, Memphis
www.orpheum-memphis.com
Oct. 3: "The Stinky Cheeseman and other
fair(l)y (stoopid) tales," presented by the
Dallas Children's Theatre Company, 7 p.m.
Oct. 7-9: "Cats" (see Web site for times)
Oct. 14: O.A.R, time TBA

Striving to
make an eternal
difference.
The Institute for Church & Family
Box 10750 - Searcy, AR 72149 - (501) 279-4660
www.harding.edu/icf - icf@harding.edu

... not a ride in cyberspace.

SOCIAlClUB
APPUCATION
DEADllNE
IS MONDAY.
OCT. 3 bV 5 P.M.

1545 E. Race Street Searcy, AR

II vou miss this
deadline vou will
have to wait until
nextvear.

www~ok/.com

La Finca offers 'welcoming' environment
COURTNEY GRYSZKO
student reporter

I

f you're looking for a new
affordable dining experience, check out Searcy's
new Mexican restaurant,
La Finca, located at 2315
W. Beebe-Capps. Its colorful
walls and shimmery fiesta signs
say "Bienvenidos."
Speedy service and an impressive menu are two things
this restaurant offers. The
menu boasts what you would
normally look for at a Mexican
restaurant, as well as a few

they would recommend. And if
nothing has sparked your interest thus far, the queso cheese
dip is worth the trip.
The prices are very reasonable.
Appetizers range from $.85$5.25, entrees from $3.95-$11.97,
and combos from $5.99-$6.25.
Their lunch menu, which is
available every day between 11
a.m. and 2 p.m., offers items
from $3.19-$5.75.
So next time you're tired of
the cafeteria and almost broke,
grab your friends and head to
"La Finca." a

unexpected items. If you're in
the mood for grilled chicken,
steak, shrimp, chicken strips or
grilled cheese, you're in luck. If
you're looking for a vegetarian
dish or just something healthy,
they've got that too.
If you have a child, or just
a small appetite, they have an
extensive children's menu for
only $3.
I ordered a beef enchilada
and a tamale. The enchilada
was good, but I honestly wasn't
impressed with the tamale.
A couple ofmyfriends ordered
the quesadilla rellena, which

'Corpse Bride' brings deathly delight
LOLLI MCCARTY
student reporter

Sept. 30 and Oct. 1: "Siren Song of Steven Jay
Goulda," T30 p.m., Little Theatre
Oct. 5: "Newsies," 8:30 p.m., Benson
Oct. 7: Bean and Bailey, 8 p.m., Benson

Buying an engagement ring spould be
:in amazing experience...

Searcy's new Mexican restaurant, La Finca, offers foods to suit different tastes. La Finca, meaning "plantation
house," is located at 2315 W. Beebe Capps.

·m Burton's talent for
making tales of gloom and
mystery seem heartfelt
and charming definitely
continues in his newest
accomplishment, "The Corpse
Bride."
Burton is already wellknown for some of his previous
projects, including "Edward
Scissorhands,'' "Beetle Juice"
and "Big Fish," which all add
to his reputation for having a
unique film-making style..
Burton's latest film takes
viewers back to 1993 when he
introduced the world to Jack
Skellington, the pumpkin king in
''The Nightmare Before Christmas," a film made entirely from
stop-motion animation.
"The Corpse Bride" is made
from stop-motion as well, and
although it looks smoother due
to technological advances, the
relentless detail as remembered
in Nightmare still exists.
In his newer films, Burton
has relied mostly on actors
with past experience in his
productions. This remains true
for "The Corpse Bride," which
stars Burton favorites Johnny
Depp ("Edward Scissorhands,"
"Sleepy Hollow, " "Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory")
and Helena Bonham Carter
("Planet of the Apes," "Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory,"
"Big Fish")
The story of "The Corpse
Bride" is one of deceit, mystery,

friendship and love. The movie
tells a tale of shy young Victor
Van Dort (Depp), who has been
betrothed by his social-climbing
parents to a young girl named
Victoria Everglot (voiced by
Emily Watson).
Victoria's parents are ghastly
in every way and only want her
to marry Victor because they
have secretly lost every penny
of their fortune. Unfortunately,
during the wedding rehearsal,
Victor gets a serious case of
cold feet and is unable to say
his wedding vows without
causing mishap.
After being ridiculed for this,
Victor takes a lonely walk in the
woods where
he mockingly
attempts
to rehearse
his wedding
vows.
Getting
carried away,
he puts the
bride-tobe's ring on
a gnarled
stick in the
ground. This
turns out to
be the actual ring finger of a
murdered girl named Emily
(Bonham-Carter), whQ was
left there to die after awaiting
her own marriage.
After Victor finishes his
vows, the ground shakes, and
the corpse rises from the dead,
fully adorned in wedding regalia. She utters the words that
nearly scare Victor to the edge

of his life: "I do."
Victor's corpse bride then
whisks him away to the land of
the undead, where he meets a
number of other deceased who
celebrate his new "marriage."
By now, Victor is torn between his fiancee in the living
world and his newfound bride
of the living dead. Victor has a
decision to make as he grows
fonder of his mistaken bride
and finally realizes who he
really loves.
This film is one for the
family, with a sense of charm,
magnificent animation and a
touching score by composer
Danny Elfman, who has worked
on most of Burton's
films.
Though the first
song of the movie may not be as
memorable as the
rest, Elfman does
an exceptional job
of composing a fitting soundtrack for
the film.
He is famous for
creating stirring
melodies in cinema
and continues to do
so with "The Corpse Bride,''
especially in one scene where
Victor and Emily play the
piano.
This makes up for some areas
of the film where, honestly, the
plot seems to lack. Even if one
goes simply for the animation
and musical score, this movie
is a must-see for Tim Burton
fans. a

A WHIRLWIND OF INFORMATION

www.harding.edu/th.
ebison
new and much improved

Logan College of

ChifOA!S£!!£;v~~r Future
Is your dream to become a doctor. to study in beautiful surroundings, with
a world-renowned faculty and state of the art facilities - what more could
· you want in a professional education? Logan College students receive all
this and more! If you are ready to accept the challenge of graduate
professional study in science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology,
clinical sciences, chiropractic techniques and extensive clinical
rotations, then Logan College is the place for you.

Midnight Oil Online
www.midnightoilcoffee.com
Harding Students & Faculty receive

Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help patients
get well through non-invasive healthcare while preparing you to
earn a substantial income commensurate with your position as a
Doctor of Chiropractic. Most DC's work in a private practice
setting, providing time for family and other important quality of
life priorities.
Contact Logan College at 1-800-533-9210 or at
loganadm@logan.edu to receive an information packet
describing the world's fastest growing healthcare profession.
You can also visit our website at www.logan.edu.
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No sport jacket required
English professorgets a taste for life outside the American Studies building
out this time last year,
Dwight Smith, director of
nternational Campaigns,
sked me if I had any interest
leading an international
campaign during the summer. Never
having been on a campaign before,
much less in charge of one, I spent
the better part of a week inventing
excuses: I was inexperienced; I had
family commitments; my doctor
insists I have 24-hour access to air
conditioning, etc.
The human imagination, I have
discovered, is at its best when
dreaming up reasons to get out of
work. My students are so brilliant at
this that it sometimes seems a shame
to grade them on their essays rather
than on their ingenious efforts not to
write those essays.
Anyway, I came to Smith with a
double-column list to explain why
it was God's will that I stay home
during the summer. Now, for those
of you who don't know Smith, he can
be very persuasive. Maybe he'll recall
his own rookie experiences with
campaigns, when he had to figure out
things~as he went albhg. Or may;be
he'll'read aloud a~gtai:erul' e-i:riail '. ' .. . .
from someone wlio was touched by a
summer campaign. Or if all else fails,
he'll tell the wet teddy bear story. No
creature with a heart larger than an
acorn can resist this story.
So with some prayer, encouragement from family and friends, and
thoughts of that soggy bear, I took a
leap of faith and signed on to go to a
children's camp in Ukraine.
Now, no one has ever accused me
of being an outdoor person. I'd never
gone to camp in the United States
and never in my adult life spent three
weeks without a sport jacket or a
daily shave. My idea of "roughing
it" is black-and-white television.

DR. MICHAEL CLAXTON

'

Humor
One child probably u~ed up all his
English when he came up to me and
said, 'I like to move it, move it.'
.J

But there comes a time in life when
a person needs a swift kick in the
comfort zone, so I assembled a team,
raised money, planned for almost
eight months and then headed off to
the other side of the world.
Right off the bat, I learned a few
things about international travel: do
not sit on the airplane between two
infants who scream in stereo all the
way from Atlanta to London. Do not
carry 26 boxes of candy and craft
supplies. Do not try to use an electric
American razor on a European 220volt outlet. (Does anyone need a
siigntly toasted razor?)
Once we got to Ukraine, we
worked for two weeks at a camp
in Kharkiv, teaching Bible lessons
and forming relationships with
children. That's where I learned that
everything Smith told me was true
- the experiences really are amazing.
One evening before dinner, as we
all stood outside the dining hall, we
had an impromptu cultural exchange
when our team was asked to sing the
American national anthem. We did,
and then a group of children gathered
together to sing a blustery version of
the Ukrainian national hymn. One
boy named Yan got caught up in the
moment and shouted, "Ukraine and

America - friends forever!" He then
declared a peace treaty on the spot.
I later excitedly contacted the U. S.
State Department, only to find out
that we had made peace with Ukraine
years ago.
Our team also got a taste of
Ukrainian cuisine and sports. Ever
had fish for breakfast? How about
oatmeal and meatballs in the same
meal? Can you spell borscht? One
of our favorite drinks was smoked
plum juice, though I wasn't sure how
Harding would feel about us smoking
plums.
During the week we were
introduced to "crazy football," which
pitted the camp staff against the
soccer team. The kids had to play
by the rules, but the adults could
do anything we wanted - throw the
ball, tackle the children, whatever. I
learned that you have to be careful
tackling small children.
Working with the kids, I was
alternately amused and moved. One
child probably used up all his English
when he came up to me and said, "I
like to move it, move it." Another told
me a joke in Ukrainian. Another told
us that he had often gone without ·
food for days. Another clung to us
every day because we showed her
the love she wasn't getting in a home
with eight siblings living in one room.
And yet another student took off his
necklace and gave it to me.
Why am I telling you all of this?
Here's the point: If during missions
emphasis week God tapped you on
the shoulder about going on your first
campaign, put aside your two-column
list of excuses and go. You won't
regret it. a

OR. MICHAEL CLAXTON is an associate professor of
English and may be contacted at mciaxto1@
haraing.edu.
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Funny Hat Guy Not So Funny

The Bison welcomes your views
on issues of interest to the Harding
community. Letters to the editor
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Searcy community
are encouraged.

The two words that best describe the chapel announcement of Bob
Reely Sept. 15 are "shock" and "outrage." Never before in chapel have I
seen such a wanton lack of respect for one of our ASI speakers.
Reely, better known to some as "that guy who wears the funny hat
to introduce the ASI speakers," took his headgear a step too far in his
announcement of Gracia Burnham's appearance with the ASL Burnham
was a captive of a militant Islamic group with ties to al-Qaida for more
than a year. During his promotion of Burnham's speaking engagement
at Harding, Reely not only donned his usual Uncle Sam hat but also
wore a ski mask as he talked of her captivity. This sh owed a complete
lack of respect for the suffe1ing Burnham endured. To compare, wearing a ski mask to introduce a speaker who was h eld hostage would be
like wearing a long black trench coat to introduce someone who survived the 1999 school shooting at Columbine High School.
While I believe Reely's intentions were good, the way he chose to
introduce Burnham was inappropriate.

Letters must be
signed, contain
a phone number
for verification
and be no more
than 300 words in
length. The Bison
reserves the right
to edit letters for
style, clarity and
brevity.
Letters to the
editor may be
submitted to HU
Box 11192 or thebison@harding.
edu.

Robert M.Groves, senior
Response to The Right Approach to the Left
I am sorry that Bison writer Karyn Kiser, who wrote Sept. 16's The
Right Approach t o the Left, has had some bad experiences here at Harding because of her political standing, but I believe many of us students
do not treat others with contempt because of political boundaries.
Though there is at times great disparity of opinion as well as passion for
one's own beliefs, there is still a prevalent consideration for people with
differing points of view, including political views.
Although I may not embrace Kiser's particular convictions, I appreciate the fact that she has convictions. In a culture leaning toward
postmodernism, it is refreshing to hear Kiser standing up for what she
believes. There is such an emphasis on "tolerance" nowadays, insinuating that no one should claim to hold beliefs grounded in truth, but I
think that Christianity h as so much more to offer.
What an important challenge Kiser gives to all of us, applying to
both Republicans and Democrats, to respect each other and to speak t.o
each other in love.

Rachel Melchers, freshman

even hundred thirteen hours
and twenty minutes. In 55 days.
That's how long I worked this
summer.
To put that figure in
perspective, I worked 713 of the 1,320
hours I held my summer job.
I held the dolorous position of
"green room specialist" at a salmon
cannery in Larsen Bay, Alaska
(population 115, according to the
2000 census). I froze salmon roe
(fish eggs) for export to Japan for an
average of 13 hours each day for just
a sliver shy of eight weeks. More than
300,000 pounds of salmon roe. Don't
ask me what the Japanese do with
all those fish eggs; I'm as confused as
you. The work was strenuous - suffice
it to say that my body was "really
messed up."
I tell you all of this not to brag, but
to warn you.
First of all, don't get a job canning
salmon.
But more importantly, always
weigh both sides of the big life
decisions that come your way.
My parents moved to Arizona
this summer, so my old summer job
wasn't a very good option. Going to
Alaska seemed like a good deal: room
and board paid for, travel expenses
compensated, and tons of overtime.
Nagging doubts (and my older
brother) told me I was insane, that
100-hour work weeks
were not a good thing,
Variety is
and that nobody in
the spice
his right mind would
even consider a job
of life, and
like that. My reply
I don't
was ''Yeah, you're
think
they
probably right."
''Yeah, you're
let you
probably,rigbt"Li.s· .. !. 'J ; ' - sugaf .r:
not a good answer to
your "
serious doubts about
big questions like
gruel.
"What am I going to
do with my life?" or
"Who am I going to marry?" In fact,
it's a pretty poor outlook for doubts
even about less important questions,
such as "what am I going to do this
summer?" or "what am I going to have
for lunch?"
To bring this into perspective for •
Harding students who haven't worked
cannery jobs, let me offer a few more
examples of bad life decisions that can
be avoided by a little planning and
common sense. You know, examples
· that resonate with people.
1. Don't take a job as a huntergatherer in New York City. It seems
like the perfect job: live off the land,
cook your own freshly killed sewer
rats, all within three blocks of the
nearest Macy's. Unfortunately, New
York City isn't the ideal place to find
any naturally occurring food sources.
And they'd probably reinstitute
vagrancy laws just for you.
2. Don't take vows to be a
Benedictine monk. Again, it sounds
appealing: you get your own little
six-by-10 cell, three square meals of
gruel a day and all the dark brown
burlap habits you can wear out in
your lifetime. All I can say to this one
is that variety is the spice of life, and
I don't think they let you sugar your
gruel. Besides, wouldn't your life be
better devoted to God by actj.vely
teaching his gospel, rather than
locking yourself up to read the Bible
until you die?
3. Don't inhale mustard. It tastes
good and smells good from a distance,
so wouldn't it smell good up close?
Trust me, it doesn't, and it's not worth
the lifetime of sinus troubles you'll
have if you t est this one. ·Not even
close to worth it.
To conclude, I remind you that a
few hours of thoughtful planning can
help make a bad decision (working at
a cannery or inhaling mustard) into
a good decision (deciding not to do
the aforementioned things). If you
seriously weigh the pros and cons of
your decisions before deciding, you
will live a much happier and healthier
(and probably longer) life. And if
you should decide to battle sound
logic and right thinking, I wish you
good luck with the sewer rats, and
remember: I told you so. a

GREG RUSSELL is a guest columnist for the Bison
and may be contacted at gcrussell1@harding.
edu.

501 -279-4127.
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Transforming a culture
OUR VIEW
One may voice his
beliefs no matter
how counter
cultural they may
be.

REBECCA KING

The King's

The power o.f the individual in American sodety
The California Assembly passed a bill
Sept. 6 approving gay marriage, once again
calling Christian perspectives into the dock.
Christians have dealt with such cases
before, for previous legislative and judicial
decisions, such as Roe v. Wade and the
Scopes Monkey Trial, have also questioned
the prevalence of Christian ideals.
These decisions have profoundly
influenced American culture. In the Scopes
Monkey Trial, John Scopes, a substitute
teacher who wanted to present evolution
in public schools, caused so huge a stir
that the culture grew around him, and now
evolution is considered the ordinary, rational
explanation for the birth of the animal
kingdom. In Roe v. Wade, one woman
requesting freedom to choose the outcome
of her pregnancy set rolling a tidal wave
of women who use abortion not solely in
difficult decisions about the child's future,
but even as a form of birth control.
In both of those instances, what American
culture has been left with years down the line
is a solid "Of course evolution is scientifically
accurate. Of course abortion is all right."
The gay marriage movement is beginning
to take on a similar.tone. Over the past few
years, homosexuality has become a point
of pride in our culture; in reaction to past
puritanism, Americans have tried to accept
ideas as diverse as possible with regard to
life orientation. The implications are vast: we
Harding students have never experienced a
time when abortion and the idea o( evolution
weren't the norm, and with all the pressure
to accept those ideas as correct, it has
become so easy for our perspectives to lose
their edge.

Court

The farther American culture and
legislation digress from biblical ideals, the
harder it will be for Christians to instill in
the next generation a deep respect for those
biblical ideals as relevant to life in this world.
It is hard enough already for our generation
of Christians to accept those principles for
themselves.
Nevertheless, legislation is not something
to be afraid of. The upside of the Scopes
Monkey Trial decision was that Christians
were forced to step up to the plate and think
through their concept of the creation of the
world; the upside of Roe v. Wade was that
Christians had to consider what it meant
to hold the potential for new life within the
female body. These cultural fluctuations
have certainly made it more difficult for a
Christian to take a stand on a subject without
offending someone close to him, but they
have also made the individual Christian
stronger by causing him to examine his
beliefs and reinforce them within himself.
Regardless of how California and other
states lean on the issue of gay marriage,
the beauty of this country is that one may
voice his beliefs no matter how counter
cultural they may be. At one time, the idea
of evolution and the right to choose life or
not were counter cultural, but then someone
took a stand and transformed culture.
That privilege isn't limited to those whose
opinions fall outside biblical ideals. We
may be content to hold our own opinions of
morality and only express them to our close
friends, or we may express our opinions
to the nation at large and possibly pull the
culture back to biblical precedents. The
Constitution leaves the choice up to us. Cl

Bush not solely responsible
.

'

Hurricane Katrina showcases problems in government's communication, funding, other

0

ur country has had an incredible hurricane season.
The Sept. 22 online edition
of USA Today included the
headline "Scientists: You
can't modify hurricanes."
Knowing this, why were we so
unprepared for Hurricane Ka. a.?
trin
Many people have been pointing.fingers at Bush. Was he to
blame for the relief and recovery
fumble? The easy answer is yes.
Any leader is responsible for the
foul-ups of his subordinates. So
Bush may be responsible, but who
actually made the mistakes?
One might say the Southeast
Louisiana Urban Flood Control
Project could have prevented
much of the flooding - if it had .
only been completed. Another
might say Governor Kathleen
Blanco mishandled her responsibilities. Was Bush at fault for
not federalizing the troops? Was
it right to keep Michael Brown

NEIL RAMPY

Guest
Space
Yes, Bush is to blame, but
shouldn't others also shoulder
some of the responsibility?
as the head of the disaster relief?
Ultimately, though, these are only
symptoms of a larger and wellknown problem: The government
has difficulty communicating.
The breakdown occurred on
two levels: between President
Bush and his subordinates and
between those subordinates and
the people on the ground. Blanco
did not ask for the National Guard
until Aug. 31. Under the Louisiana
Constitution, only the governor
could have requested the National

Guard. But even when she had
control of the Guard, they were
soldiers without a plan.
The other breakdown in communication was due mainly to the
fact that the storm destroyed the
communication network in the
area. It took hours for the Army
Corps of Engineers to report the
levee breaks of Aug. 29.
The communication.-problems
were compounded by financial
issues. In July 2004, "Hurricane
Pam" pounded New Orleans. According to GlobalSecurity's Web
site, Hurricane Pam tested how
prepared New Orleans would be if
hit with a Category 3 storm. Onethird of the population was said
to be left behind, including the
250,000 who did not own a vehicle. The sheltering and evacuation
problems of Hurricane Pam were
never resolved, and a second Pam
exercise set for July 2005 was canceled due to lack of funding.
To conclude, yes, Bush is to

blame, but shouldn't others also
shoulder some of the responsibility? When will we organize better?
When will the government communicate better? Did anyone learn
the lessons of Katrina?
During a Sept. 13 press conference with President Jalal Talabani of Iraq, Bush said, "Katrina
exposed serious problems in our
response capability at all levels
of government. And to the extent
that the federal government didn't
fully do its job right, I take responsibility."
Presidents are human and
therefore flawed. I'd rather have
as president a flawed man who
accepts responsibility, though,
than a man who passes the blame.
But will he fix the problems in the
government's "response capability"? We1l see. c

NEIL RAMPY is a guest columnist for the
Bison. He may be contacted at
njrampy@harding.edu.
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Due to technical difficulty, the online
poll feature was not available on
our web site last week. It will be
available this week, however, and
we encourage all our readers to
visit the site and take the poll. Go to
www.harding.edu/thebison to answer
this week's question: Is this year's
two-chapel system better than the
previous sole 9 a.m. chapel? Results
will be reported in the Oct. 7 issue of
the Bison.
Have something to say about our web
site, articles or upcoming events?
Do you want to submit a letter to the
editor or a freelance article?
Contact us at thebison@harding.edu.
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receive mpect

Short
stories,
lasting
lessons

M

y favorite courses in high
school were the English
classes. I did not particularly care for the grammar
lessons the first few weeks
of school, but waded through them
patiently, knowing what lay after
verb conjugations and sentence
diagrams.
The stories.
I have been an avid reader
of stories since I first mastered
"Green Eggs and Ham" by Dr.
Seuss. It was then I realized a good
story always included a lesson,
something you could take with you
after the book is closed.
As the years progressed, the
stories became longer, livelier and
deeper; the lessons became bolder
and almost scarier to grasp. I
would leave my English class with
heightened senses and churning
thoughts, imagining the next page
in the novel. Though I read and
learned from all the required readings for my classes - and more
- my favorites were not the novels,
such as William Golding's "Lord
of the Flies," which consumed me
for days or weeks, but the short
stories.
Short stories are like lightning
when compared to a regular novel.
While a novel has time to develop
slowly, giving hints ~d teasing
you through 400 pages, the short
story strikes suddenly. In 15
minutes you are transported to a
scene you have a hard time identifying because it ends as quickly as
it began. You are left to process the
rusb,ing events and discover their
meaning.
.
Though I have several favorite
short stories, four spring to mind
when I think of the lessons a good
story portrays. The first is "The
Necklace" by Guy de Maupassant.
In "The Necklace," a woman
brings herself to ruin as she lets
materialism and popularity drive
her existence. At the end of the
tale, she realizes all her deceptions
and intentions were worth nothing
and have turned her from popular
to pauper.
While it's no crime to enjoy the
finer things in life, perhaps we
need to re-examine what the finer
things are. Is it the new sound
system in your car, or the friend
riding shotgun beside you, tapping
his fingers to the music?
Another worthy story is "The
Last Leaf," by my favorite author,
0. Henry. In this piece, an old man
makes the ultimate sacrifice for a
young friend by giving his life to
save hers. While we might not be
called to give of ourselves in such
a drastic manner, it wouldn't hurt
to sacrifice some of our time or
energy in an effort to show extra
kindness to a loved one.
Frank Stockton's "The Lady or
the Tiger" is the tale of a young
man who, when discovered to
be the love interest of the king's
daughter, is sentenced to choosing
one of two doors to seal his fate: .
behind one door awaits a hungry
tiger, and behind the other is a
beautiful lady. The king's daughter is given knowledge of the doors
and secretly tells him the door to
choose.
"The Lady or the Tiger" forces reader to confront what his
own decision - and selfishness
- would ultimately be in such a
circumstance.
The final short story, "Shooting
an Elephant" by George Orwell,
illustrates the lengths to which a
person will go in order to keep his
dignity - or what he believes his
dignity to be. In it, a British soldier
is faced with either shooting an elephant or being laughed at by the
Burmese surrounding him. Giving in to his pride, he shoots the
elephant.
How far would you go in order
to escape humiliation?
Whether the short story delivers a diamond necklace, a wall of
leaves, a choice of doors or an elephant, there is always something
extra to carry away when the book
is closed. c

REBECCA KING serves as the editor-in-chief
for the 2005-2006 Bison. She may be
contacted at rking@harding.edu or at 2794471.
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Lady Bisons shock Tampa

Men's Soccer

H U shows effi.dent offense, tough defense
DEREK GLOVER
sports editor

'The Lady Bison soccer team
shmned the nationally ranked
Tampa Spartans 3-2 in their
Sept. 23 game at First Security
Stadium.
Tampa, ranked munbertln·ee
in the n ation, had outscored
its previous opponents 26-1
until Harding posted two goals
in the first half. The Spartans
answeted in the second half by
tying the game at 2-2.
With 13 minutes remaining
sophomore Lauren Stark hit
the game-winner off a feed by
senior Hillary Rosenbaum to
seal the victory.
Tampa, the team that ended
the Lady Bisons' season last
year in the NCAA Tournament
by a score of 4-1, is one of four

nationally recognized teams on University Sports Information,
the Lady Bisons were ranked
Harding's schedule thus far.
"We seem more focused and 16th in the nation at one point
prepared than we have ever last season .
been before," Lady Bisons head
They had a record of 15-4-1
with 52 goals scored
coach Greg Harris
and a shot-on-goal
said. 'We are really
"We are really
unified and close, unified and close, so average of .545. After
so I think playing I think playing these approximately half of
these teams is just teams is just a step this season the ladies
a step closer to closer to helping us are4-4-1, with ngoals,
helping us make it make it to national." and an SOG of .565.
to nationals."
The Lady Bison s
The Lady Bisons
GREG HARRIS,
will be playing only
have struggled so
lady Bisons head coach
conference opponents
far this season,
for the remainder of
but H arri s said
the season.
In the NSC AA
he believes better
things are still ahead fo r Divis ion II South Region
Harding.
Rankings, the Lady Bisons are
"Once we peak I t hink we in sixth place.
The Lady Bisons play West
will be one of the best teams in
the region," Harris said.
Georgia, ranked fifth in the
Acc o rding t o H ard ing region, t oday. CJ

CHELSEA ROBERSONrThe Bison

Sophomore Chris Jordan and a Spring Hill player battle over the ball during the Sept. 24 game at First
Security Stadium. The Bisons defeated Spring Hill 5-1 and moved to 2-4-0 on the season after they won against
Lyon College 3-2 Sept. 27.

New sport climbs to Searcy
Former students to open indoor rock-climbing gym in October
attention to the stat e.
"Arka ns as cu r rently is
gaining an incredible amount of
In just days Searcy will have popularity nationwide, just for
one more recreational activity the climbing
for it s citizens t o t ake part that we have
in. The new Zion Rock Gym, in the area,"
featnring an indoor climbing Hud k in s
wall and outdoor wall, opens said. 'There's
onl y on e
Oct. 5 for business.
After opening Wednesday, indoor gym,
Zion, located at 1800 Queensway whenever the
in Searcy, across from the Searcy weather i·s
Sports Complex, will host a bad outside,
we'll be able
grand opening Oct.9-10.
Threerouplesownandmanage to co me
Zion: Ben and Arny Carrigan, ins i d e and
Adam and Erin Goddard and do that."
Ben Carrigan said the gym
Sean and Emily Hudkins.
'We're all Harding alumni." would be flexible to Harding
Sean Hudkins said. " We interests, su c h a s aft erunderstand the desire to go hours parties, lock-ins an d
to Little Rock, time to just get functions.
"It's a great hangout place,"
away. We provide something
else to do [in Searcy]. "Nothing's Erin Goddard said .
Carrigan said Zion would
b een d on e like t h is, like a
accommodat e 26-27
rock gym, but we
climbers at one time,
want to provide
"It's much more
ea ch o n individ u a l
something in a
enjoyable outside.
routes. However, some
smaller collegeIt's more of an
are skeptical about the
based town that
experience,
safety of such a sport.
will allow the same
whereas, when
effects as being in
While rock climbing is
you're in the
considered dangerous
a larger city."
gym, you're just
by many, the Zion staff
Erin Goddard
climbing."
has assured the public
said rock climbing
that they are t akin g
is b ecoming
ELIZABETH JACKSON
popu l ar as a
precautions.
Junior
"We took a lot of
sport.
. " It's a good
time picking out extra
hard wa re ," A d am
t hing for clubs
to do, another option,'' Erin Goddard said. "We're using
steel instead of aluminum [for
Goddard said.
Climbing brings increased the climbing equipment], which
CAITLIN CHESTER
student reporter

RANKING

GSC

REGIONAL

NATIO NAL

3-2

1 -2

NIA

NI A

1 8-1

3-0

NIA

NI A

2-4-0

NI A

NI A

NI A

4-4-1

1 -0

6TH

NIA

44-2

0 -0

1 ST

5 TH

52-1

0-0

1 ST

7TH

AARON LANDRY/The Bison

Think you know sports? Put your skills to the test in the Pizza Pro
Sports Challenge. Fill out the form below and pick this weeks winners. The
lucky sports guru who correctly picks the most winners will win two free
buffets with drinks from Pizza Pro. Just drop off your completed entry form
in the box next to the post office by curfew Friday. Good luck!!

is indestructible."
Carrigan said certification and
safety classes will be required
of customers.
As for
student
interest, there
are many who
are anticipating
Zion's opening.
Juniors Cara
McCorm ick
and Elizabeth
Jackson both
enjoy ro c k
climb ing.
J ac ks o n
said she prefers
outside climbing.
"It's much more enjoyable
outside," Jackson said. "It's
more of an experience, whereas,
when you're in the gym, you're
just climbing."
McCormick said a rock
gym has a ppeal for Harding
students.
"Ifyou want to just dabble in
[rock climbing], then [the gym
is] a good chance because you
don't have to buy everything up
front," McCormick said.
Jackson agreed that Zion
Rock Gym will be convenient
for Harding students.
"If you don't have your own
equipment, they've got it there
for you," Jackson said. "It's
a good place to learn and get
started. There's not a whole lot
of good places close by."
.
Zion's hours are Mon-Thurs
1 p .m .-12 a.m ., Fri. 1 p .m.-12
a.m., Sat . 10-1 a.m. and Sun .

NFL
_

St. Louis @ NY Giants ·_

Indianapolis @ Tennessee_

_

_Green Bay @ Carolina _
_NY Jets @ Baltimore_

Announcing second location!
Med. Center Pharmacy-West
2505 W. Beebe Capps

NCAA

268-3456

_Troy @ No rth Texas _

_
_

Notre Dame @ Purdue _
BYU @ San Diego State_

Tie Breaker:
Guess the final score of Saturday's football game
_ Harding vs. Henderson State_
Last Week's Winner: Scotty Kimberly

268-3311

Casey McLeod, Pharm.
Class of ' 97

I-Jarding alumni serviqg Harding Students
•we accept most insurance cards •we can send the bill home
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Former HA star turns pro
BRIDGET CLARK
assistant copy editor

''

'North
'A labama
DANIEL CACERAS

student reporter

r
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Local football standout uses his talents_

fall to

After an upset victory over Valdosta
State, the number one team in the
country Sept. 17, the Bisons faced
yet another ranked opponent with
much different results falling to North
Alabama 35-6.
"North Alabama was faster and
barely made mistakes," junior punter
Thomas Hanson said. "They simply
took advantages of our mistakes."
The Lions led 21-0 at halftime and
continued to add to that lead in the
third quarter. The offensive production
by North Alabama proved insurmountable for the Bisons as they seemed to
never quite click on offense.
According to Scott Goode, Sports
Information director, North Alabama
ranks first in
the
Gulf South
"(The Bisons have)
Conference
in
got to line up and
scoring
offense,
be ready to play
scoring defense·
with an edge. Make
and rushed de[the players] feel
fense.
positive about their
'The turnover
performance while
battle
is a key
showing them
to this game,"
they still need to
Goode said.
improve."
"Playing against
North Alabama
RANDY TRIBBLE,
makes us the
Bisons head coach
underdog once
more."
Harding had
16 first downs, 76 yards rushing and
123 yards passing for a total of 199
total offense yards. North Alabama
·moved the chains 21 times and posted
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·Senior Joe Price runs the ball during the Sept. 17 game against Valdosta State. Harding defeated the No. 1 ranked team 16-13 in overtime at First Security Stadium.

379 total offense yards.
Bisons head coach Randy Tribble
said theoffenseofNorthAlabama was
one of the best in the nation.
"Offensively they are very solid,"
Tribble said. 'They possess a lot ofspeed
and have already scored touchdowns
with their special team."
UNA scored their first touchdown
with a four-yard pass from quarterback
Vinnie Saylor to Anthony Merritt with
10:41 left in the first quarter. Five
minutes later, the Lions followed up
with another touchdown pass to lead
14-0.
By halftime UNA was in command
of the game. After adding a final
touchdown with 8:58 left in the third
quarter, the Lions had the game all
but won.
Despite the rough outing, Tribble
said he believes dwelling on past

mistakes is useless.
"[The Bisons have] got to line up
and be ready to play with an edge,"
Tribble said. "Make [the players] feel
positive about their performance while
showing them things they still need
to improve."
Harding never found the end zone
Sept. 24, scoring on two field-goals
by Ben Davis.
Davis kicked the game-winning
3~-yard field goal in overtime against
Valdosta State. He also kicked a 37-yard
field goal in the second quarter and a
35-yarder in the third quarter.
Harding will play Henderson State
Oct. 1 at the Carpenter-Haygood
Stadium in Arkadelphia. Kickoff is
at3p.m.
Henderson State leads the series
18-4 in Arkadelphia and 24-15 -1
·
overall. a

Jeb Huckeba, former Harding
Academy and Arkansas Razorback
player, was the 24th pick in the fifth
round for the Seattle Seahawks April
24 during the 2005 National Football
League draft. Stress fractures on his
feet have placed the
Searcy native on
injured reserve for
the 2005 season.
Surgery on Jeb's
navicular bones will
take place today in
Houston. Gradual
pain led to an MRI
HUCKEBA
scan that showed
two breaks in the
bone, Jeb said.
J eh said he will spend the rest of
the season recovering from surgery
and will be fully prepared to play in
2006. For this season, Jeb attends
meetings and works out with the
team.
"I'm on injury reserve, and it's
kind of like being red-shirted in
college, which I never experienced,"
Jeb said. "I'm still on the team and,
Lord willing, next year I will be
ready [to play]."
Jeb's father, Ronnie Huckeba,
assistant football coach for Harding,
saidJeb's greatest athletic achievement
has been off the field.
"He really has used his abilities
as an athlete as a platform through
which he can share his faith," Ronnie
Huckeba said.
Jeb has spoken to church youth
groups and elementary schools
across Arkansas.
'The Lord gives each of us talents
and abilities, and we are told to use
them and maximize through his
glory," Jeb said. "Whatever your
talent is, it's just my understanding
of the Bible and God's calling to use
that and further his kingdom."
When Jeb entered college, he said

he dreamed of being named to the
All-Southeastern Conference team.
That dream came true in 2004 when
he received defensive end honors to
the ASEC first team for his work for
the Razorbacks.
"It was something I worked and
strived for, and that was a goal the
Lord blessed me to reach, " Jeb
said.
J eb received a key to Searcy from
Mayor Belinda Laforce on July 4
befor~ the fireworks show. Jeb said it
was an honor and a surprise to gain
recognition with this award.
"It's nice to know my city respected
me and held me in that high of an
honor," Jeb said.
Ronnie
Huckeba said "He really has used
Searcy was
his abilities as an
a wonderful athlete as a platform
community
through which he
for Jeb to grow
can share his faith."
up in. Jeb had
tremendous
RONNIE HUCKEBA,
support from
assistant football coach
his church,
Westside
Church of Christ, and from his
school, Harding Academy.
"He has always had good people
that were working with him,"
Ronnie Huckeba said. "He has
received tremendous support that
has encouraged him greatly."
Jeb said that the support he has
received from Searcy has given him
confidence and made it easier to
stay strong and keep hope.
"I appreciate all the people and
the faculty and staff who work real
hard to continue the Christian
education that has been there for
so many years," Jeb said. "It has
been a very big part of my family,
and I thank Harding and Searcy for
the continued support. I would not
have it any other way."
Jordan Huckeba, Jeb's brother,
is a sophomore wide receiver for
the Bisons. a
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Worn from the rigors of school, junior Scott Light takes a
nap on the steps of the Administration building.

A woman's red hat brings attention to her
colorful outfit Sept. 28 at the dedication of the
Thorton Education Center.
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